It is clearly crucial for the success of object-oriented databases to find effiĆ cient implementations that improve on the performance of relational sysĆ tems, rather than being powerful in terms of modeling and features, but just too slow to be used. This paper describes the mapping of COCOON to DASDBS, a nested relational database kernel system, as an example OODBMS mapping to a complex storage system. We describe 1) choices for physical designs that make use of the complex storage model and 2) the generation of efficient, set-oriented execution plans for object-oriented database queries, using rule-based query optimization techniques. We use hierarchical clustering and embedded (sets of) object references, and show how to explore them for efficient path traversals expressed in queries inĆ volving complex objects. Prototypes of both, a physical design tool and a query optimizer have been implemented. Preliminary results show feasibilĆ ity, and execution time improvements of an order of magnitude.
Introduction
The design of Objectbase Systems, which map object oriented-, semantic-or knowledge repreĆ sentation models to an underlying database kernel system, in order to close the gap between apĆ plication and database system, are currently considered as candidates for future database archiĆ tectures. Query optimization in COCOON, an object oriented database project following this kernel architecture approach, will be sketched in this report.
OODBMSs have been designed based on the observation that today's databases supporting simĆ ply structured data are quite successful in commercial areas, but future applications need the supĆ port for more complex structures, with complex integrity constraints built into the model and with powerful, set-oriented query interfaces. The rationale of the COCOON project is to build an object-oriented model (COCOON), supporting flexibility through powerful structuring primiĆ tives, rich semantics, and encapsulation, as well as a powerful query and update language (COOL), on top of a database kernel (DASDBS), which efficiently supports common database operations, such as storage of and access to complex database records (see Figure 1 .1). A similar approach is followed e.g. by Härder et al. [6] . One of the fundamental innovations of the relational approach to databases are the non-proceĆ dural query languages, which offers high level, set-oriented database access as well as efficiency through optimizations performed by the DBMS as key advantages. Provided that we accept the requirements of new applications to continue to work with such high-level languages in OODBMSs, we have to: (i) extend "relational-style" languages properly, so as to adopt them to the more powerful models, and (ii) extend "relational-style" query processors to efficiently execute these new query languages.
It is clearly crucial for the success of OODBMSs to find efficient implementations that improve on the performance of relational systems, rather than being powerful in terms of modeling and features, but just too slow to be used. Up to now, no final conclusion can be drawn on how the architecture of an OODBMS should look. It is, however, a common anticipation that relational systems as the underlying storage engine would be to slow. Further, even though the large body of relational query optimization techniques can be used as a starting point for object-oriented query optimization, obviously, to fully exploit the object-oriented paradigm, special optimizaĆ tion techniques are needed.
The flexibility concerning the modeling and processing inherent in the object models and query languages poses a high demand on the implementation. On one hand, even more so than in tradiĆ tional databases, the conceptual structure of the database is hardly ever also an efficient, internal one. Rather, data representing the conceptual objects may be structured completely different for performance reasons. Therefore, the mapping of objects of the model into the structures of the DBMS kernel system, has to be considered with great care. The most favorable internal represenĆ tation is dependent on the type and frequency of expected queries, that is, the transaction load faced. On the other hand, in order to support efficient application execution, all issues related with query evaluation and optimization as well as general considerations about the mapping of functionality onto the kernel system have to receive special attention.
We used DASDBS, our prototype database kernel system, which supports flexible structures with operators that go beyond relational queries, as the target platform for the research described beĆ low. A query optimization methodology is specified, and a first query optimizer has been impleĆ mented accordingly. It was one of the main objectives of the COCOON project to reach some (at least preliminary) conclusions on the feasibility and performance trade-offs of this approach. DASDBS was chosen as the storage system, because of its support for complex storage structures. First of all, the support of nested relations allows for the storage of hierarchically clustered data. That is, we have hierarchical access structures with an arbitrary level of nesting, as well as the opportunity to define nested join indices. This can be very useful to store COCOON objects and the "relationships" between them. Second, the DASDBS interface offers powerful data retrieval and manipulation operations. The system has a set-oriented, algebraic interface with efficient operations on complex objects. All operations performed in the kernel are executed in a single scan through the data [22, 26] . Operations that are not single scan processible are performed outĆ side the kernel, in the higher-level query processor. The query processor's ability of processing on complex nested structures, further improves processing, like for reassembling complex object structures [25] .
The overall architecture of the COCOON implementation on top of the DASDBS kernel system is shown in Figure 1 .1. The two aspects of this architecture, structure mapping and operations mapping, are realized in the physical design tool and the query optimizer, respectively. Physical design uses the COCOON schema, statistics about cardinalities and distribution, and a descripĆ tion of a transaction load to propose a good internal storage structure expressed in terms of nested DASDBS relations. At transaction processing time, the optimizer has to translate COOL operaĆ tions down to operations on these physical NF 2 structures. The execution plans generated consist of physical NF 2 -algebra operators, some of which, such as joins, are implemented in the highlevel query processor, others are DASDBS kernel calls.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a short description of COCOON and introduces a running example, before we describe physical design choices in Section 3. In Section 4 we present the translation of queries onto the physical level, and the optimization of query execution plans. Section 5 compares with related work, before we conclude in Section 6.
COCOON
Essentially, the COCOON model as described in [31, 32] is an object-function-model. Its conĆ stituents are objects, functions, types and classes. COCOON offers a variety of structuring capaĆ bilities to model complex objects. Class and type hierarchies (i.e. classification and generalizaĆ tion), the abstraction concepts of aggregation and association, and derived methods offer a flexible modeling framework. The query language, COOL, offers object-preserving as well as object-generating generic query operators plus generic update operators. The key objective in the design of COOL was its set-oriented, descriptive characteristics, similar to a relational algeĆ bra. COCOON is a core object model, basically we have objects (concrete and abstract) and one type constructor, namely set. Other features can be added later due to the orthogonality of the language.
Objects are instances of abstract data types (ADTs). They can be manipulated only by means of their interface, a set of functions. Data are instances of concrete types (such as numbers, strings) and constructed types (such as sets). The distinction from objects is similar to [2] .
Functions are described by a name and signature (i.e., domain and range types). Functions can be single-or set-valued, they are the interface operations of types. A useful feature is the capaĆ bility of defining inverses of functions. This integrity constraint is enforced by the system during updates.
Types are described by their name and the set of functions that are applicable to their instances. Types are arranged in a subtype hierarchy, where subtypes inherit functions from their supertypes. Objects can be instances of more than one type at the same time ("multiple instantiation")
Classes are typed collections of objects (sometimes called "type extends"). Classes are arranged in a subclass hierarchy that is exactly the set inclusion between the sets of objects they represent. Objects are "members of" classes, possibly more than one at a time ("multiple class memberĆ ship"). Particularly, superclasses contain all members of their subclasses.
As an example, we will use an architectural design application throughout this paper. The COĆ COON graphical representation is given in Figure 2 .1 In this application we are mainly dealing 
Physical Database Design
In this section we discuss the mapping of COCOON schemas to nested relations (DASDBS) [30] . That is, given a COCOON database schema, what are the alternatives for the internal DB layĆ outs, and further, given a transaction load, which internal DB layout results in the least overall cost of transaction execution. This optimization task is performed by the physical design tool.
Because COCOON (like almost all OODBMS) offers a variety of structuring capabilities to modĆ el complex objects, it is not at all trivial to find good, that is, efficient, storage structures that supĆ port the variety of operations on objects reasonably well. Objects may be hierarchically composed of subobjects, several objects may share common subobjects, objects may appear as (attribute) values of other objects, different objects can be related to each other by functions, methods, or relationships. Type (or class) hierarchies introduce another dimension of object interrelation: an object of one class also``appears'' in all its superclasses; again, with multiple inheritance, this need not be a strict hierarchical inclusion. Computed values (attributes, methods) may be used to derive, rather than store, data that are associated with objects.
Alternatives for Physical DB Design
In order to explain the alternatives for mapping COCOON database schemas to nested relations at the physical level, we proceed by stepping through the basic concepts of the COCOON object model, and showing the implementation choices. Since the choices for each of the concepts comĆ bine orthogonally, this spans a large decision space that is investigated by the physical database design tool (next section).
Implementing Objects
According to the object-function paradigm of COCOON, an object itself is sufficiently impleĆ mented by a unique identifier (OID), that is generated by the system. All data related to an object in one way or the other will refer to this identifier (see below). We denote for each object type A, attributes of internal relations containing the OID of objects of type A by AID.
Implementing Functions
In COCOON, functions are the basic way of associating information (data values or other obĆ jects) to objects. In principle, we can think of each function being implemented as a binary relaĆ tion, with one attribute for the argument OID and the other for the result value (data item or OID). In case of set-valued functions the second attribute will actually be a subrelation of unary subtuples, containing one result (OID or data value) each. So, in principle, each single-valued function as well as each multi-valued function would be implemented in a binary relation. For example, in our architectural design application, the functions size and furnishings of Rooms would result in two relations, Room_size(RID, size) and Room_furnishings(RID, furnishĆ ings(FID)) respectively. Obviously, there are some choices. The decision space as far as function implementations are concerned includes the following alternatives in our current approach:
Bundled vs. Decoupled: Each function defined on a given domain object type might either be stored in a separate (binary) relation as shown above: the decoupled mode. Alternatively, we can bundle functions together with the relation implementing the type. In the example above, the bundled implementation of Room size and Room furnishings, would yield the following type table : Room(RID, size, furnishings(FID)).
Logical vs. Physical Reference:
A function returning a (set of) object(s), not (a) data value(s), can be implemented by storing just OIDs (logical reference) of result objects or by including a TID (physical reference) as well. Continuing on the above example (bundled), inclusion of physical references for the neighbors function, would result in: Room(RID, size, furnishings(FID, @F)). Notice the naming convention: (physical) reference attributes have @ as a prefix.
Oneway vs. Bothway References: A function can be implemented by a forward reference only (oneway), or it can be implemented with backpointers (bothway). For example, in case the conĆ tained_in function of furnishings would not be present in the conceptual schema, we could nevĆ ertheless decide to implement it, to have the contains function of Rooms supported with backĆ pointers as well.
Reference vs. Materialized: Functions returning (possibly sets of) objects, not data values, can be implemented by the various forms of references discussed up to now. Alternatively, however, we can directly materialize the object-tuple(s) representing the result object(s) within the obĆ ject-tuple representing the argument object. This is a way of achieving physical neighborhood (clustering). In our example, the decision to materialize the furnishings function of Room obĆ jects would generate a nested type Computed vs. Materialized: Finally, an additional option is to materialize derived (computed) functions. Assuming that some function can be computed, we could nonetheless decide to inĆ ternally materialize it, if retrieval dominates updates to the underlying base information signifĆ icantly. The more retrieval dominates updates, and the more costly the computation is, the more likely is the case that materialization pays off. For example, the size function of Rooms is derived from the actual geometry of the Room. But computing the size incurs quite some effort and if object shapes rarely change, materializing the size function clearly is a good strategy (see also [10] ).
Implementing Types, Classes, and Inheritance
The COCOON model separates between types and classes, this results in having two inheritance hierarchies: one between types (organizing structural, function inheritance), and one between classes (organizing set inclusion). Since classes are always bound to a particular (member-) type, physical design for types is the larger grain approach, whereas design for individual classes would be the finer grain approach (remember, there may be more than one class per type). Currently, we do the physical design on a type basis, that is, all objects of a given type are physically repreĆ sented in the same way (even if they belong to several classes). Classes are implemented as views over their underlying type The default physical design for our architectural example world, given in the beginning ( Figure  2 .1), is shown in Figure 3 .1.Further, we show an alternative physical design, where the object valĆ ued function furnishing is materialized, in Figure 3 .2. Both designs will be used later on, when describing the query optimization task.
Physical Design Tool
In order to exploit the options given above, we have a first prototype implementation of a "physiĆ cal DB design expert system" (considering some of the above alternatives) running. The system takes as input a COOL schema, a description of the anticipated (or observed) transaction load, and information on the cardinality and size of the DB objects. The output is a (set of) proposed physical designs for use with DASDBS, together with cost estimates for the transaction mix obĆ tained from a cost model. The system is implemented in Prolog, and will be extended to consider a wider choice of storage schemas, especially those including access paths and more general forms of redundancy in the future.
Query Optimization
In this section, we discuss the transformation and optimization of queries that are given to the system in terms of the COCOON database schema. It is the task of the query optimizer to map these COOL queries down to the physical level by: (i) transforming them to the nested relational model and algebra as available at the DASDBS kernel interface, and (ii) select a good (if not the best) execution strategy. Because COCOON's query language, COOL, is pretty similar to a nested relational algebra, a straightforward transformation from COOL expressions down to a nested relational algebra exĆ pression against any fixed implementation on the internal level (e.g., the default physical design) is rather easily done. Complications arise from the fact that the mapping of data structures is very flexible, and that, depending on the chosen design, operations have to be optimized substantially.
We have investigated two competitive approaches to query transformation and optimization. The first one is a purely algebraic one, comparable to what we did with the relational to nested relatioĆ nal mapping [27] : COCOON classes would be defined as`views' over the stored nested relations, COOL queries would be transformed to the nested relational level by`view substitution', and fiĆ nally, algebraic transformations within the nested relational algebra could be applied, so as to eliminate redundant subexpressions. Quite a few redundant joins would have to be removed in case of materialized functions (hierarchical clustering). This has exactly been the problem adĆ dressed in [29] . However, if the internal physical design is the one given in Figure 3 .2, that is the function conĆ tains is materialized, one join operation can be removed by optimization, resulting in the query Q i . Notice, that further optimization could be performed, which is not shown here. The second approach directly uses the information about the physical database schema in the transformation of a given COOL query into a nested relational algebra representation. No redunĆ dant joins are created, that would have to be removed in the following optimization phase. Thus we have a more direct transformation. In Example 4.1 above, this would result in transforming query Q 1 directly onto the physical schema, that is, into query Q i .
We have chosen this second approach in our current implementation. The optimization phase following the transformation chooses the specific execution strategy, e.g. the ordering of operaĆ tors, as well as the best implementation strategies. For example, whether a nested loop or a sort merge join is selected. This leads to the architecture of our query optimization process, given in In the first step, the transformation task, we use a "Class Connection Graph". We will elaborate more on that in the following. The second step, that is, the optimization phase, we use a rulebased algebraic query optimizer, generated with the EXODUS Optimizer Generator [8] .
Transforming COOL-Queries onto the Physical Schema
The input to the optimizer is a COOL-query expressed on the conceptual schema, while the transformations apply to execution plans, i.e., on the physical schema. The first step is to do the translation to an algebraic query representation on the physical schema. To do this, we use a Class Connection Graph similar to the one proposed in [17] . After the input query is parsed, the optimizer scans at the same time the query graph (a graph representing the given query) and a physical schema graph. From these, the class connection graph is constructed. A possible physical schema graph is given in Figure 4 .2. This schema graph corresponds to our physical design, shown earlier in Figure 3 There are three differĆ ent kinds of edges, depending on the physical representation of these functions, i.e. did we store logical OIDs, physical references, or is this object function materialized. In our example, the conĆ tains function of Room objects is materialized, and the neighbors function is supported by pointĆ ers. The use of the neighbors function results in a second occurrence of class Room, here denoted as Room'. In case a class extension would be stored vertically fragmented, this would result in havĆ ing a class for each fragment, all of them connected with corresponding arcs. Further, we see the selection predicates (name = "computer") and the printable attributes, which shall be displayed (name, size, and orientation of Rooms).
A class connection graph represents a given query, without any hints on execution orders, that is, all possible execution plans can be generated from the class connection graph. For example, we have the choice to perform forward or backward traversals, or to start in the middle of a path, as well as to interleave other operations with the traversal (cf. [21] ).
Optimization of Query Execution Plans
In this section we describe the model of execution offered by the base system (DASDBS kernel and query processor) and how query execution plans are represented. Then, we describe the opĆ portunities for optimization, give some example transformation rules defining the search space, and show how to explore it. Further, we will give some example queries and demonstrate how they are optimized by our system.
Model of Execution
The DASDBS kernel interface is set-oriented, with efficient operations on complex objects. Due to the support of nested relations, complex objects may be hierarchically clustered. However, there will be the need to reassemble objects, which are not clustered in one nested relation, as well as to perform operations on these reassembled objects. These tasks are performed in the query processor (see Figure 1.1 ). The resulting model of execution is as follows: the run-time system consists of a limited set of procedures, the physical algebra operators. Each procedure transforms a data stream according to an argument which was derived from the original query. For example a selection operator is removing tuples of a data stream, not satisfying the correĆ sponding predicate given in the query. Complex queries result in nesting these procedures, i.e. the output of one procedure will be the input of another one. The transfer of data between these procedures is done by streams [7] , to avoid unnecessary writing of intermediate results. All operaĆ tors are performed within a single operating system process, to prevent operating system schedulĆ ing and inter-process communication, as it is much more expensive than procedure calls.
Our approach to describe the nesting of base system procedures, is to use processing trees. A proĆ cessing tree represents the execution plan for a given query. Two possible processing trees are given in Figure 4 .4. The leaf nodes, which represent complex operations on one DASDBS relaĆ tion, are performed (in a set-oriented way) by the DASDBS kernel. Internal nodes are perĆ formed in the COOL-specific query processor (in a streaming mode). Again, it is obvious, that the initial tree which is derived from the original query, will probably not be the optimal to execute. It is the optimizers task to find the cheapest equivalent execution plan, which then will be executed. 
Which Potential for Optimization do we have?
Given a query, obviously there are many equivalent processing trees, that is, alternatives to execute the query. These alternatives result from a number of open choices, some of which are listed in the following.
Join Ordering. A sequence of join operations is freely reorderable, this results in many alternaĆ tives. In order to reduce the number of orderings to consider, one may exclude the ones resultĆ ing in Cartesian products, or restrict the join orderings to the ones resulting in linear join trees, instead of considering all possible, bushy ones (this is the well-known problem studied, for example, in [33, 20, 39, 38] . The reason for join operations to occur is the following: First, reassembling objects from severĆ al relations requires a join operation for each partition. Object partitioning is introduced for example, in the mapping of inheritance hierarchies. Second, each application of an object valĆ ued function (which is not materialized) results in a corresponding join. Reordering these joins corresponds to changes to the order of function application, that is whether we do forward or backward traversals, or starting in the middle of a path query [3] . Notice, that these implicit joins may be supported by link fields (see Section 3.1), and therefore enable efficient pointer based join algorithms [36] .
Pushing Selections. Selections may be performed at various times. For example, one could perĆ form a given selection before or after applying an object valued function (move selection into join, or vice versa). Additionally, selections with conjunctively combined selection predicates may be split into two selections (or vice versa), and the order of selections, as well as the order of the terms in selection predicates, may be changed.
Pushing Projections. Projections, in the same way as selections, may be performed at various times. In addition, the order of applying projections and selections may be changed.
Method Selection. For each logical operation there may be several methods, that is physical imĆ plementations. For example, a join operation may be performed by nested loops join, hash joĆ in, or sort merge join. In addition, for implicit joins which are supported by link fields, pointer based join versions may be selected. Further, selections may be performed by using indexes, or by performing a relation scan, followed by predicate testing.
Index Selection. If a selection is supported by multiple indices, one has the opportunity to use all, some, or just one of the available indices.
Almost all of the choices given above, can be combined orthogonally, such that the number of equivalent processing trees grows extremely fast with increasing query complexity.
How to find the Optimal Execution Plan
A query optimizer should find a good (if not the best) execution plan as fast as possible, i.e. withĆ out considering as many as possible alternative execution plans, which will (at least with high probability) not lead to the optimal one. As indicated in the context of extensible DBMS, a rulebased approach to query optimization benefits from two circumstances: first, this allows rather flexible extensions to the underlying equivalences or transformation rules, and second, a comĆ bination of equivalence-based transformations (i.e., algebraic optimization) with cost-based transformation rules can easily be obtained in this framework. Due to the fact that a rule based query optimizer is one of the most intricate subsystems of a database system, it is desirable not to start an implementation from scratch. Therefore, we decided to use the EXODUS optimizer generator [8] for the implementation of the COOL optimizer. Without going into detail, a cost model to estimate the quality of execution plans, as well as rules to describe possible transformaĆ tions have to be defined by the implementor of the optimizer, the search strategy is provided by EXODUS.
The cost functions for methods are fairly standard, similar to the ones of System R [33] . They had to be adapted to the nested relational model. These functions are based on information about the stored data, like tuple and page cardinalities for each relation, and the number of distinct valĆ ues for each attribute. Further improvements, like including information about data distribution, as well as taking indexes into account, are planned for the future.
To specify rules describing possible transformations of processing trees, that is, of nested relatioĆ nal algebra expressions, we utilized transformation rules known from the (flat) relational model and the (complex) rules defined for the nested model in [29, 28] as a starting point. Roughly, 1NF rules are applicable in the NF 2 model on relations and on the subrelations, having additional constraints and more complex argument transfer functions. NF 2 rules handle complex operations e.g. nest, unnest and complex select-project-join queries. To handle object-oriented paraĆ digms, such as set valued object functions, inverse functions, or link supported functions, special rules are necessary. For example object reassembly, involving set-valued object functions results in (multiple) joins. Here, the classical join enumeration problem does no longer apply, we have to solve a hierarchical join scheduling problem. The result of a join operation is a hierarchical view on the same set of objects, having an additional nesting. Object reassembly results in one additional nesting for each set valued function. Therefore, changing the join order according to the commutativity and associativity rule, as known from the relational model, may not be correct anymore. A survey of transformation and implementation rules used, can be found in [24] .
The EXODUS optimizer generator was designed with the intention to be extendible, that is, it should support query optimization without making restrictive assumptions about the data model, the query language, or the run time system. So using the EXODUS optimizer is in principle quite easy. Looking deeper into it, it turned out that due to the enhanced complexity of the rule set, in addition with more sophisticated constraints and "argument transfer functions", a considerĆ able amount of additional work has to be done by the optimizer implementor.
Example rule: The rule how two project operations can be combined into one project operation, can be formulated in the relational model in the following way:
(Obviously, A f B has to be fulfilled, to have a correct expression on the left side.)
This rule leads to several rules in the NF 2 model, each having an increased complexity. One resulting rule is given below:
Using the notation enforced by EXODUS, this rule is not expressible, rather it has to be forĆ mulated in the following way (actually, in the same way as the relational rule):
But this rule is rather incomplete, the missing parts have to be supplied in so-called support functions, that is, the condition code (to check whether the rule is applicable) and argument transfer functions.
Example Transformation and Optimization
In the following we will give one more example COOL query, and demonstrate how the query is mapped to an execution plan for the query processor, and where performance gains are achieved.
A query asking for offices without a computer, is formulated in COOL in the following way. Obviously it improves performance, to split the selection and move one part into the join, that is, to apply the name function first to Room objects, before following the set of links (Room.conĆ tains) to Furnishings, to check whether there is no Computer in that Room. Assuming an index on name of rooms, and physical links, this will be quite efficient, much more efficient, than in a flat relational approach. There the Room-Furnishing relationship is modeled by taking the primary key of Rooms into Furnishings (as a foreign key). However, if the physical design is the one given in Figure 3 This execution plan does not even need any join operation, and can be executed within one (single scan) kernel operation.
Experience
A first prototype optimizer has been implemented [15, 9] , and integrated [41, 19] into the COĆ COON-DASDBS system. COOL queries are passed from the COOL interface to the optimizer, and after translation onto the physical schema and optimization, execution plans can be passed to the query processor to execute the query on the DASDBS kernel. The query processors funcĆ tionality includes Nested Loop-, Nested Block-, and Sort Merge Joins, as well as pointerbased variants of these join algorithms, which had been implemented similar to [36] . However notice, all join algorithms perform on nested storage structures, and are therefore variants of the algorithms as known from the relational model. The functionality of the query optimizer includes removal of redundant operations, the combination of operations, and select-project-join orĆ dering, on nested relations. Since our goal was to evaluate the advantages and cost of using a comĆ plex record (DASDBS) instead of flat record (RDBMS) storage manager, the main emphasis has been on the effects of hierarchical clustering and embedded references; indexes played only a supporting role; future improvements should include indexes as well.
The implementation of COOL on top of DASDBS has been completed (to the described level) only recently. After evaluating single components, first experiments have been carried out using the entire system. In the following, we will summarize some of the most interesting preliminary results. All experiments were run on a Sun 3/80, without other users.
In order to evaluate the advantages of embedded (sets of) references and hierarchical clustering, we ran the following experiment: We consider a COOL query that accesses two classes, Rooms and Furnishings, and compare object reassembly times, if 1) no physical pointers, 2) physical pointers, and 3) materialization can be exploited. The cardinality of class Room is fixed to 100 tuples, so as to model a selection that has already been evaluated. The number of furnishings per Room, that is, the number of subtuples in the subrelation Room.contains is drawn from a uniform distribution over the range of a) 1-5, b) 5-10, c) 10-50 and d) 50-100. This results in a number of 300 to 7500 subtuples in total. We evaluated Nested Loop-, Nested Block-, and Sort Merge Joins, as well as their pointer-based variants. Figure 4 .5 compares the best join strategy for either of the three alternatives of physical support (plain value-based, with pointers, materialization). As expected, Sort Merge join performs much better than Nested Loops join, for medium to large relaĆ tion sizes, both, with and without pointers. We see that storing (sets of) physical object references within the referencing objects, substantially speeds up object reassembly (a factor of 2-3 was obĆ served). This is because the referenced tuples of the second relation can be fetched directly, without scans, index lookups, or sorting. Finally, materializĆ ing object functions, as expected, performs best. The cost function is a linear function of the relation cardinality, compared to e.g. a logarithmic function for Sort Merge join. The improvement increases with the relation cardinality, and ranged in our experiment from a factor 5 to 7 over pointers and 10 to 20 over value-based joins (see also [40] ).
We also investigated how much effort had to be spent during the optimization phase. First, we consider the number of nodes created in the search tree for a sample query, relative to the number of joins, as the number of nodes mainly determines the search time. In Figure 4 .6, we see that the number of nodes does not increase exponentially, the search time was less than a tenth of a second for each query. Second, we see in Figure 4 .7 the estimated execution cost before and after the transformations had been applied, as delivered by EXODUS.
after opt. before opt. The use of DASDBS storage structures (nested relations) and corresponding query processing strategies required a substantial amount of coding (for "argument transfer functions") in addition to the generated optimizer. This is because the EXODUS rule language was oriented towards a flat algebra.
We plan to include more sophisticated query evaluation plans into the optimizers repertoire, for example hierarchicalized join plans [25] . This will, however, require even more hand coding. So, EXODUS might no longer be the tool best suited for this purpose.
The next step is to compare the relative performance of the DASDBS implementation with an implementation based on a commercial platform: Oracle, as a relational system that can emulate two-level nesting (via Oracle "Clusters"). The details of these experiments are beyond the scope of this paper. In a nutshell, the results we obtained so far are: as expected, with the same query processing strategy Oracle performs up to a few times faster than DASDBS. However, one-tomany joins supported by hierarchical clustering in DASDBS outperforms Oracle clusters. FurĆ ther, many-to-many relationships supported by hierarchical clustering of sets of object referĆ ences in DASDBS (resulting in just one join operation for reassembling object structures) outperforms Oracle (where two joins are needed, one of them can be supported by a cluster) as well.
Related Work
Much work in query optimization for OODBMS, has concentrated on optimizing path traversals. Index structures tailored for accessing objects along a reference chain, leading from one object to another via single valued or set valued attributes are considered in e.g. [18, 11, 12, 4, 1, 13, 35] . These proposed strategies are important pieces to enhance performance for path expressions, using supporting index structures. However, our approach does not focus on index structures for path traversals. Rather, we specified a query optimization methodology for exploring object refĆ erences stored inside the owner object, as well as hierarchical clustering, corresponding to the direct storage model. In addition, our approach tries to exploit set-oriented processing strateĆ gies, whereas others, e.g. Kemper's term representation for queries [12] is typically oriented toĆ wards nested iteration schemes.
Query rewrite approaches, like [34, 37, 5, 23] are more general then focusing on path traversals, but study query optimization just on the logical level. Choices for physical object representation as well as method implementations are not considered. This precludes the specification of cost based optimization strategies. We consider a variety of physical designs and the resulting costs for complex object processing [40] , and are therefore able to estimate the effect of each transĆ formation, based on a cost model. This is similar to [16] , which focussed on recursive queries.
In the COCOON project, we study a new query optimization approach, that incorporates feaĆ tures not found in earlier approaches. No other approach we are aware of, has analogs to our uniĆ fied treatment of handling (set valued) object relationships, which may be supported by logical references, physical references or materialization. As queries involving path expressions are very common in object oriented databases, it is important to recognize that certain path traversals can be expressed as joins. These have several possible execution orders, and several possible impleĆ mentation strategies, depending on the physical database layout. The choice of an efficient strateĆ gy is performed by an optimizer constructed using the EXODUS optimizer generator [15] . Notice that dealing with path traversals as joins is related to the transformation of nested SQL queries [14] .
Conclusions
We described the mapping of COCOON to DASDBS, a nested relational database kernel system, as an example OODBMS mapping to a complex storage system. We described 1) choices for physical designs that make use of the complex storage model and 2) the generation of efficient, set-oriented execution plans for object-oriented database queries, using rule-based query opĆ timization techniques.
We use hierarchical clustering and embedded (sets of) object references, as features supported by DASDBS. Therefore, we are able to avoid breaking the complex structures of the objects into small pieces in order to store them in (flat) relations, as this would result in large join queries, for queries against the object-oriented schema. Further, storing (sets of) physical object referĆ ences, allows efficient pointer-based join algorithms. This results in being superior in perforĆ mance, due to more flexible physical database layouts and more efficient query processing algoĆ rithms. A query optimization approach is described, which handles the required optimization task.
A first physical design tool and a first query optimizer have been implemented. Preliminary reĆ sults show feasibility, and execution time improvements of an order of magnitude. In the future, we will -among others-compare our approach to a mapping onto a commercial flat record (RDBMS) storage manager.
